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试写作题考前强化训练套路之利弊，希望对大家有用！ 第一

节 列举利弊 套路1 Nowadays, with the rapid development of

______（某一方面），（所要讨论的主题）are playing a

significant part in our daily life and work. __________________（

进一步说明其作用） I cant imagine what will happen if we

suddenly lose them. But merits and demerits usually exist together.

Generally, the strong points can be listed as follows. First,

______________________________（第一个好处）

Secondly,______________________________（第二个好处）

But advantages usually go hand in hand with disadvantages. For

example, ________________________________（第一个坏处

） Even worse, ____________________（第二个坏处） To

conclude, whether favorable or unfavorable, the trend that ____（

所讨论的主题）are becoming more and more popular is

irreversible in at least a few years/decades ahead. Therefore, some

steps should be taken to reduce their weak points to a minimum. 习

作： The Advantages and Disadvantages of Cell Phones Nowadays,

with the rapid development of society and technology, cell phones

are playing a significant part in our daily life and work. They have

become our important tools to communicate with each other. I cant

imagine what will happen if we suddenly lose them. But merits and

demerits usually exist together. Generally, the strong points can be



listed as follows. First, it is convenient for people to contact each

other by phone. Whenever it is and wherever you are, you can

communicate with the person you want to talk to. If you want to save

money, you can also send short messages toachieve the same

purpose. Secondly, thanks to cell phones, we dont have to look for

phone boxes everywhere. thus much time can be saved. We

dontneed to worry whether we can respond to our friends

immediately. But advantages usually go hand in hand with

disadvantages. For example, we sometimes lose freedom and our

leisure time because of its ring. Every time we are out on vacation the

ring will disturb us. Even worse, when we use cell phones, we cant

avoid being exposed to the radiation from them. It is harmful to our

health for the frequent exposition will cause brain cancer. To

conclude, whether favorable or unfavorable, the trend that cell

phones are becoming more and more popular is irreversible in at

least a few decades ahead. Therefore, some steps should be taken to

reduce their weak points to a minimum. 套路2 It is difficult to escape

the influence of ____ （所讨论的主题）. If you fit the statistical

averages, _______________（对此所耗费的时间或精力) . But

like everything else, Internet is a mixed blessing. Generally, the merits

of ____ （所讨论的主题）can be listed as follows. First,

______________________________（第一个好处）Whats

more, ______________________________（第二个好处）

Most important of all, ______________________________（第

三个好处） However, advantages usually go hand in hand with

disadvantages. Firstly, we cannot turn a blind eye to



______________________（第一个坏处）Besides, we cannot

turn a deaf ear to ___________________________（第二个坏处

） Now the conclusion is self-evident. The benefits of ____（所讨

论的主题） outweigh their dangers. Actually, whether helpful or

harmful, the trend that Internet will exert an important influence on

our ways of thinking and life styles cannot be stopped. We need to

make full use of the merits of ____（所讨论的主题） and

minimize their demerits. 习作 The Advantages and Disadvantages of

Internet It is difficult to escape the influence of Internet. If you fit the

statistical averages, you spend about two hours a day surfing on

Internet. It seems that Internet enriches our daily life. But like

everything else, Internet is a mixed blessing. Generally, the merits of

Internet can be listed as follows. First, with Internet, we can be well

informed of what has happened home and abroad and thus our

horizons are broadened. Whats more, Internet serves people and

corporations well. There is a trend that more and more people go

shopping online instead of going to shops. Also, many large

corporations are doing business through Internet and this saves them

much time and effort needed when they do business in traditional

ways. Most important of all, Internet has shortened the distance

between people. It is not a dream that the world is becoming a global

village. We can communicate by email or chat online. However,

advantages usually go hand in hand with disadvantages. Firstly, we

cannot turn a blind eye to the viruses that often make a bad impact

on our computers systems. Besides, we cannot turn a deaf ear to the

fact that many hackers intrude upon our financial and personal



information on Internet. Now the conclusion is self-evident. The

benefits of Internet outweigh its dangers. Actually, whether helpful or

harmful, the trend that Internet will exert an important influence on

our ways of thinking and life styles cannot be stopped. We need to

make full use of the merits of Internet and minimize their demerits. 
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